MANILA, January 14, 2015 - Gotham’s villains are taking over Manila once again, as WarnerTV and GrabTaxi, bring back round two of the Gotham Villain Hunt – the Penguin Craze. From January 15 to February 15, GrabCar’s fleet will be turned into a temporary home for hundreds of limited edition plush penguins, as well as other exclusive Gotham merchandise from WarnerTV.

To participate, simply download the Grab Taxi app and book a GrabCar. Those who get a ride from special Gotham vehicles may spot one of the elusive penguins. Take a selfie and share on #GothamonWTV and #GrabTaxiPH and take it home!

The Penguin Craze sees Gotham’s penguins invade Manila once again. During last year’s round one of the Gotham Villain Hunt, no less than 800 penguins were unleashed in Fully Booked, BGC, Alabang Town Center and the Makati Central Business District. All of them were found – snapped by DC Comics’ fanboys and girls, eager participants and fortunate bystanders.

Gotham is an origins story that unveils the beginnings of the most heroic comic-book vigilantes and infamous villains, who threaten the already-fractured birthplace of Batman. Catch all-new episodes of Gotham every Thursday, 9:00 p.m., first and exclusive on WarnerTV.

More details about the Penguin Craze, will become available on WarnerTV Asia’s Facebook page at www.facebook.com/WarnerTVAsia.

WarnerTV is available on SKYcable channel 77, Destiny Cable channel 80 and Cignal channel 66. Contact your cable operator to subscribe now.
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